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Summary
• Paper proposes a model of sequence evoluKon where inserKons/deleKons occur as
part of a Poisson Process:
– Independent of sequence length
– Indel lengths would be roughly Poisson distributed.
– Otherwise borrows from TKF91 [1] model

• Beneﬁts:
– Uses a staKsKcal model if inserKons/deleKons (like TKF91) but also allows likelihood to be
calculated in linear Kme.

• CriKcism:
– EnKre model is virtually idenKcal to BAli-Phy [2] which also uses the TKF91 model and has
been implemented for 8 years (as of 2013 publicaKon).
– No simulaKon to show beneﬁt of this over BAli-Phy.
– No eﬀort by authors to seriously implement the method.
• No maximum likelihood computaKon, even though we can now purportedly calculate likelihood.
• Cursory implementaKon with oﬀ-the-shelf Metropolis-HasKngs algorithm was used.

– EvaluaKon studies are essenKally non-existent.

Model
TKF91 Model:

Bouchard-Coté, Jordan:

• “Events” occur in Kme according to a
Poisson Process.

• Same as TKF91 except InserKons have a single
parameter that does not depend on length and
when they occur their length is Poisson
distributed.

– I.e. in any interval of Kme 𝑡:
1. The expected number of events is proporKonal to

𝑡, and
2. The number of events is independent for disjoint
intervals

• Theorem: mulKple Poisson processes acKng
at once is equivalent to a single Poisson
process with events of diﬀerent “type”.

Comments:
• This is essenKally the GTR model but with a new
process occurring in the background governing
inserKons and deleKons.

– In this case, “type” is a) InserKon, b) DeleKon,
and c) MutaKon.
– Inser1on: it is a single character in length and
the value is drawn from the stable
distribuKon
– Dele1on: single character in length
– Muta1on: value drawn from subsKtuKon
matrix
– Rate parameters proporKonal to sequence
length

Substitution Matrix:
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EvaluaKon
EvaluaKon Protocol (and comments):
• Used 100 simulated trees with 7 taxa each.
– 7 is way too small to be useful in 2013 and
does not allow parameter space to vary at all.

• Compared four methods:
1. Baseline: Clustal-Omega [3] alignment and
Phyml Tree (i.e. not using PIP)
2. PIP for tree: keeping MSA ﬁxed, varying trees
with PIP
3. PIP for MSA: keeping tree ﬁxed, varying MSA
with PIP
4. PIP for Both
– This won’t do much to actually evaluate the
method. If the likelihood func&on is helpful at
all it will show some improvement.
– Clustal-Omega is a progressive alignment
method, far from the best and especially on
such small data.
– No eﬀort to compare to other methods (e.g.
BAli-Phy) that do exactly the same thing.
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